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EPU Students Explore UN, OSCE 
and More on Academic Excursion
By László W. Farkas

At the end of  the Spring 2013 
trimester, between 15 and 19 
April, students together with 
faculty and staff  members of  the 
EPU traditionally participated in 
an Academic Excursion week in 
Vienna, the capital of  Austria.

The program is designed by 
the EPU to offer students oppor-
tunities for insight into the work-
ing of  local and global, national, 
regional and international, gov-
ernmental, non-governmental, 
and intergovernmental organiza-
tions. The visits are connected 
with the discussions within the 
courses of  the EPU curriculum 
during autumn and spring.

In some institutions, stu-
dents could also consult on po-
tential internship opportunities.

In all institutions visited, the 
students were given special pres-

entations, both on the institution 
or organization and on at least 
one selected topic. The talks 
were always followed by an in-
tensive question and answer ses-
sion between the EPU students 
and the representative of  the 
institution turning the visits into 
academic workshops.

The program started on 
Monday, 15 April, the first day 
of  the excursion, with a visit to 
the national headquarters of  the 
Austrian Red Cross. The students 
were welcomed by Mr. Max 
Santner, Head of  the Austrian 
Red Cross International Coop-
eration, followed by a presenta-
tion on “The Role of  the Aus-
trian Red Cross in Development 
Cooperation and Humanitarian 
Aid” by Dr. Heike Welz, Advo-
cacy Advisor of  the Austrian 

Red Cross International Coop-
eration, who focused on Austrian 
aid for the victims of  the human-
itarian catastrophe in Haiti.

In the afternoon, the Ludwig 
Boltzmann Institute for Human Rights 
(BIM) was visited. Mr. Martin 
Neubauer, Team Member of  
the BIM and former colleague at 
the Schlaining Peace Center 
presented an overview of  the 
work of  the Boltzmann Institute 
for Human Rights. This was 
followed by a presentation on 
“The Atlas of  Torture Project” 
by Andrea Schüchner, Re-
searcher of  the Human Dignity 
Team, BIM. The event was 
made special by the unexpected 
arrival of  Prof. Manfred Novak, 
a co-founder and Scientific Di-
rector of  BIM, a former U.N. 
Special Rapporteur on Torture 
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and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treat-
ment. Prof. Novak spent some time with the stu-
dents answering their question about his human 
rights activities.

On the second day, Horizont3000, an Austrian 
NGO, was visited. Mr. Thomas Vogel, Head of  
Programs and Projects of  HORIZONT3000 
welcomed the students and gave a presentation 
entitled “The Program Approach of  HORI-
ZONT3000 – A Discussion on Qualitative As-
pects in Development Cooperation”.

Wednesday started with a visit to the Austrian 
Federal Ministry for European and International Affairs 
(BMEIA) and the Austrian Development Agency (ADA) 
where the EPU students and staff  were welcomed 
by some of  the leaders of  ADA, including Coun-
cillor Anton Mair, Deputy Director General, 
Head Directorate VII.2 Development Policy, 
Strategy and Evaluation, BMEIA, who gave a 
warm “Welcome to the Ministry of  European and 
International Affairs and Introduction to the 
Morning’s Program”. During the program, three 
more presentations were held, each with a special 
focus. Dr. Helmuth Hartmeyer, Director Funding 
Civil Society, ADA, also the students’ esteemed 
instructor at the EPU, presented the activities of  
“The Austrian Development Cooperation and the 
Austrian Development Agency”, followed by a talk 
on “Development Cooperation of  the European 
Union” by Ms. Michaela Ellmeier, Head Direc-
torate VII.1a, Development Policy of  the Euro-
pean Union, BMEIA. The morning session was 
concluded with the presentation by Mr. Robert 
Burtscher, Senior Advisor Water and Sanitation, 
ADA, on“Water, Energy and Food Security: Im-
portant Issues in Development Cooperation.”

The program continued in the afternoon with 
a visit to the Austrian Commission for UNESCO. In 
the national headquarters, Ms. Gabriele Eschig, 
Secretary General, Austrian Commission for 
UNESCO, gave an ”Introduction to the Work of  
UNESCO and the Austrian UNESCO Commis-
sion“ followed by project presentations by her col-
leagues.

On Thursday, the students had the special 
opportunity to visit an international organization 
at work. They visited the Organization for Security and 
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) in the Vienna Hof-
burg Conference Center where they were given an 
introduction on “What is the OSCE” by Ms. Tat-
yana Baeva, Press and Public Information Officer 
of  the OSCE Secretariat. This was followed by a 
one-hour program during which the students were 
given permission to attend the regular session of  
the Permanent Council of  the OSCE. The morn-
ing program was concluded by another presenta-
tion on “OSCE’s Activities in Conflict Prevention 
and Resolution” by Mr. John Crosby, Operational 
Support Officer, Operations Service, Conflict Pre-
vention Centre of  the OSCE Secretariat.

In the afternoon, the Representation of  the Euro-
pean Commission in Vienna was visited. Mr. Richard 
Kühnel, Head of  the Representation of  the Euro-
pean Commission in Austria gave the students a 
“Introduction to the EU: The EU and Peace-
Related Activities.” 

The students spent the whole Friday, the last 
day of  the official program of  the Academic Ex-
cursion, at the premises of  the United Nations Office 
in Vienna (UNOV). 

The visiting EPU students and staff  were first 
invited to a “Guided Tour of  the United Nations 
Office in Vienna”. This was followed by a presen-
tation by Mr. Janos Tisovszky, Director of  UNIS 
on the activities of  the “United Nations Informa-
tion Service (UNIS).”

The “International Atomic Energy Agency 
(IAEA)” was presented by Ms. Susanna Lööf, 
Press and Public Information Officer of  the IAEA. 
Then Mr. Thomas Mützelburg, Public Informa-
tion Officer of  the CTBTO spoke about the re-
sponsible and challenging work of  the “The Pre-
paratory Commission for the Comprehensive Nu-
clear Test-Ban Treaty Organization (CTBTO)” 
even presenting a shocking simulation of  what 
would happen if  Schlaining Castle together with 
the European Peace University were bombed with 
different sizes of  nuclear weapons to see and dem-
onstrate the destructive effects of  these bombs …

The program of  the Academic Excursion was 
concluded with a more peaceful presentation on 
the “United Nations Environment Programme 
(UNEP)” by Matthias Jurek, Contractor to the 
UNEP.

On leaving the Vienna headquarters of  the 
United Nations, the students of  the EPU also left 
the university for the spring break to come back at 
the end of  May for the Summer 2013 trimester of 
the EPU.
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“Democracy in Crisis: 
The Dynamics of Civil 
Protest and Civil 
Resistance”
The collection Democracy in Crisis: The 
Dynamics of  Civil Protest and Civil Resis-
tance, edited by Bert Preiss and Clau-
dia Brunner, has just been published 
by Lit Verlag, Vienna.

The book is part of  the Austrian 
Study Centre for Peace and Conflict 
Resolution’s “Peace Report” series, 
presenting the results from the State 
of  Peace Conference that took place 
in Stadtschlaining in autumn 2012.

Public presentations of  this volume 
will take place on 29 May 2013, 

18:30 at Depot Café, Breite Gasse 3, 
Vienna; and, for EPU students, on 
6 June 2013, 19:00 at the Burg Café, 
Stadtschlaining.

A number of  EPU researchers con-
tributed to this volume:

Dr. Ronald H. Tuschl discusses the 
key theme “Potentials of  New Media” 
in his contribution “Beyond the Digital 
Revolution: The Struggle between the 
Governmental Sphere and the Civil 
Society for Hegemony in Cyberspace”.

Prof. Dr. Patricia Bauer and Prof. 
Dr. Bertold Schweitzer analyse the 
mechanisms responsible for the aston-
ishingly peaceful character of  the Egyp-
tian revolution from 25 Jan to 17 Feb 
2011 in their article “The Egyptian 
Revolution 2011: Mechanisms of  Vio-
lence and Non-Violence”.

New Journal Publication
Arab Spring Challenges 
for Democracy and 
Security in the Medi-
terranean
Democracy and Security, 
Special Issue 1–2, 2013
Prof. Dr. Patricia Bauer has guest-
edited a special double issue “Arab 
Spring Challenges for Democracy and 
Security in the Mediterranean” of  the 
renowned journal Democracy and Secu-
rity, published by Routledge/Taylor & 
Francis, that has just been published.

The special issue is the result of  
the collaboration of  a vibrant research 
group of  renowned European, Israeli 
and Arab scholars, led by the EPU 

Director of  Studies, Prof. Dr. Patricia 
Bauer. 

The focus of  the issue is to analyse 
the tensions and chances generated by 
the Arab World in transition for 
democratic development and security 
in the Mediterranean region. It high-
lights the dilemmata and problems of  
European politics promoting democ-
racy on the one hand and concerned 
about security in its neighbourhood on 
the other. 

The special issue is opened by a 
conceptual essay by Prof. Dr. Patricia 
Bauer, “European–Mediterranean 
Security and the Arab Spring: 
Changes and Challenges”.

This collection of  articles is also 
about to be published in book form 
later this year.

Anthology in New Edition
Interdisciplinarity
The concept of  interdisciplinarity is all 
the rage; still, it is rarely investigated 
with due focus and structure. This an-
thology, first published in German in 
2010 and now about to appear in a sec-
ond edition, is an attempt to clarify fun-
damental questions and practical prob-
lems of  interdisciplinary work. What are 
the possibilities and limits of  cross-
disciplinary exchanges? Which linguistic 
and methodological difficulties arise? 
Anyone pondering these questions and 
looking for answers as sustainable basis 
for cross-fertilization of  disciplines be-
coming increasingly important in the 
age of  global knowledge networking 
should consult this volume.

The essay by Prof. Dr. Bertold 
Schweitzer, titled “From errors in 
things to theories about things:  Phi-
losophy of  science and interdiscipli-
nary work”, contains a discussion of  
applied interdisciplinarity in philoso-
phy of  science illustrated by a case 
study of  a comparative analysis 
studying scientific approaches that 
use the observation of  errors, illu-
sions, and malfunctions as a basis for 
the development of  theories.

The volume also contains contri-
butions by Ulrich Frey, Ian Hacking, 
Michael Jungert, Bernulf  Kanitschei-
der, Hilary Kornblith, Winfried Löf-
fler, Thomas Potthast, Elsa Romfeld, 
Thomas Sukopp, Uwe Voigt and 
Gerhard Vollmer, and a foreword by 
Klaus Mainzer.
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Interested in Studying 
at EPU?
Apply for Fall 2013!
Starting in Autumn 2013, the European 
Peace University will be offering two 
additional MA programs for a total of  
three:
• Peace & Conflict Studies
• European Peace & Security Studies
• Peacebuilding

“European Peace and Security 
Studies” focuses on the EU system and 
Europe’s responsibility for global peace.

“Peacebuilding” connects academic 
peace studies with the professional and 
personal challenges peacebuilders are 
facing in the field.

More details about all of  EPU’s 
MA programs may be found at 
http://epu.ac.at/study/.

Applications for fall 2013 in all 
three MA programs are open now!

We are looking forward to hearing 
from you and are happy to answer any 
questions you may have. Please contact 
Ms Anita Flasch at epu@epu.ac.at.

In addition, applying for the EPU 
certificate program – offering the op-
portunity of  studying selected terms or 
modules of  any of  the EPU programs – 
is possible any time. For term dates 
please visit our academic calendar at 
http://epu.ac.at/admission/academic-
calendar.html.

Mark Your Calendar
Term Dates
• Start: 27 May 2013

• End: 16 August 2013

MA Courses May/June
Venues: Haus International (HI), 
unless indicated otherwise

• “Forms of  Peaceful Conflict Resolu-
tion” · Georg Frerks 
(Utrecht University, The Netherlands)· 
27/28 May, 9:00–12:30/14:00–17:30;  
29 May 2013, 9:00–12:30

• “Diplomatic and Judicial Mechanisms 
of  Dispute Resolution” (Elective 
Course 11A) · Hans-Joachim Heintze 
(University of  Bochum, Germany) · 
3–7 June 2013, 9:00–12:30

• “Conflict Transformation” 
(Elective Course 11B) · Paul D. Scott 
(Kansai Gaidai University, Osaka, 
Japan) ·  3–7 June 2013, 14:00–17:30

• “Consensus Orientated Conflict 
Resolution Strategies” (Elective 
Course 12A) · Paul D. Scott · 
10–14 June 2013, 9:00–12:30

• “Non-Violence: Theory and Practice” 
(Elective Course 12B) · Lester Kurtz 

(George Mason University, Washing-
ton, D.C., USA) · 10–14 June 2013, 
14:00–17:30

• “Peace, Ethics and Culture” · 
Bertold Schweitzer (EPU) · 
17–21 June 2013, afternoon

• “Peace Potentials in the World 
Religions” (Elective Course 13A) · 
Catherine Morris (University of  
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada) · 
24–28 June 2013, 9:00–12:30

• “Peace Ethics” (Elective Course 13B) · 
Hajo Schmidt (University of  Hagen, 
Germany) · 24–28 June 2013, 14:00–
17:30

Philosophy of Science 
Colloquium
moderated by Bertold Schweitzer
• “Inference to the Best Explanation” 

(Thu, 20 Jun 2013, 7:00 pm, HI) 

EPU Lecture Series
• “Fortress Europe – Management or 

Militarization?” Guest lecture by 
Elias Bierdel, Austrian Study Centre 
for Peace and Conflict Resolution 
(Wed, 05 Jun 2013, 7:00 pm, HI)

• Guest lecture by Janos Tisovszky, 
Director of  the United Nations 

Information Service (UNIS), Vienna 
(Wed, 03 Jul 2013, 10:00 am, HI)

Special Events
• Welcome reception for returning

students (Sun, 26 May 2013, 
7:30 pm, HI)

• “Challenge Day”: team building pro-
gram for the students (run by Astrid 
van Blijswijk and László W. Farkas, 
29–31 May 2013, HI)

• Intercultural Evening hosted by Con-
centrum (Tue, 4 June 2013, 7:30 pm, 
Lutheran Community Room, Bank 
Bldg., 2nd floor)

• Book presentation “Democracy in 
Crisis: The Dynamics of  Civil Protest 
and Civil Resistance. Peace Report 
2012“ (moderated by Bert Preiss and 
Ronald Tuschl, Burg Café, Thursday, 
6 June 2013, 7:00 pm)

• “The Bahá’í concept of understanding 
the peace building process” – a pres-
entation and discussion initiated and 
moderated by the Burgenland Bahá’í 
Community. Guest speakers: Otti and 
Alex Käfer, National Bahá’í Office, 
Vienna (HI, Sat, 15 Jun 2013, 5:00 
pm [time t.b.c.])

Project work at EPU	
Interactive lectures, intense discussions, group 
work, renowned instructors from all over the 
world, and an excellent student-instructor ratio 
are some of the hallmarks of EPU
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